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Recently, on the HL-1M device, experi-

ments on molecular beam injection for plas-

ma fueling were carried out, leading to re-

markable positive results"'41. Compared with

the usual gas-puffing method, the depth of

the particle deposition is deepened, the pro-

file of plasma density became more peaked,

leading to the improvement of confine-

ment. According to Ref. [2], molecular beam

ejected from the Laval nozzle has high den-

sity, its directional velocity is of the same

order as molecules at routine temperature. If

use single molecule mode, the penetration

depth of these molecular beam, i. e., A = va

( ne\ (TV/) "' does not surpass that of thermal

molecules ( va being the directional velocity,

( ( T V / the total reaction rate including the

molecular dissociation, ionization etc) . It is

clear that we can not understand the deeper

penetration depth experimentally observed

from the single particle behavior.

In this article, we propose a model of the

molecular beam penetration into plasma. Main

points are as follows: because the density of

molecules is much higher than that of sur-

rounding plasma, the dominant physical pro-

cess should be the interaction of passing elec-

trons from both sides along the magnetic field

lines with the dense molecules (including the

elastic scattering, excitation, dissociation,

ionization) . Within these processes, some

may change the direction of electron motion,

some makes loss of partial electron energy

and momentum, some let molecules change

into atoms or ions. The plasma ions would

also interact with molecules, however, the to-

tal reaction rate is much smaller and we can

neglect these processes. After passing through

the region where the dense molecules occu-

py, electrons would lose part of their energy,

make their motion slow down. This means

that electrons would accumulate near this re-

gion to form a plasma sheath. It can be con-

sidered that the two sides of this region are
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basically symmetric so that the formed sheath

is an electrostatic double layer. This struc-

ture will make thermal electrons decrease

somewhat along the field lines, eventually re-

sults in the increase of the effective penetra-

tion of the molecular beam.

Unfortunately, we understand the Laval

nozzle very little. The data of molecule exci-

tation, dissociation and ionization are not

complete either. The motion of cool plasma

produced by molecules is also very compli-

cated. All these make our description quali-

tative only. One reason to publish this article

is to stimulate interest in this problem.

1 Damping process of the molecu-
lar beam

When hydrogen molecules enter the toka-

mak plasma, they meet with a temperature

gradually rising environment. In different area

with different temperature, the dominant pro-

cess is different. In region where temperature

is lower than 4 eV, the main process is elas-

tic scattering, in region where 4 eV < Te<10

eV, dissociation is the dominant one. Atoms

produced by molecule dissociation have en-

ergy of about a few eV, they can move to-

ward all direction, some can enter into the

inner part of the plasma. However, in device

like the HL-1M, the temperature in the edge

region is not high, the probability of direct

dissociation of molecules is not much. In

deeper region where 10 eV< 7X100 eV, the

ionization of molecules is the dominant pro-

cess, the formed molecular ions have rather

high cross-section of dissociation so that they

will be rapidly dissociated into atoms and

ions. The neutral atom can further enter into

the plasma until a charge exchange hap-

pens. The above discussion describes the ba-

sic processes for molecular beam.

The very high density of molecules in

beam region (according to Ref. [2], the

density of molecules is between 1015 cm"3 to

10'8 cm"3) could be larger than the total

electrons in corresponding magnetic flux, this

means that molecules can not be ionized

within the depth of a single molecule. We

should consider the total process for an elec-

tron entered into this region. Physical pro-

cesses happened in this case are similar to

some extend to those in pellet injection

case. The main difference here is that for

pellet case, electrons and ions can not pene-

trate through the solid pellet while in molec-

ular beam case they can. Of course, when

electrons pass through the molecular beam,

they would interact with molecules as dis-

cussed above. As for ions, they can more

freely pass through the molecular beam, pro-

ducing much little interaction there. We can

approximately neglect these processes.

2 Model of electrostatic double
layer

Now we constitute a simple model. Assume

a molecular beam with width d is perpendicu-

larly injected into an uniform temperature

( T,.>10 eV) plasma. As indicated above, the

elementary process of molecule s damping is

the ionization of molecules. When there is no

double layer beyond the molecular beam, the

number of electrons entering the beam from

two sides of the magnetic flux tube is nfvr\,
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where v,t = V 2Te/mf. is the thermal paral-

lel electron velocity. Every electron in time

of its passing through the beam region will

encounter inelastic collisions of no( ove/, the

time of electron passing is d/t>f , then we

have the following electron damping rate:

- -r - = (1)

Obviously, this is still the equation for a sin-

gle molecule penetration:

dn-o _ _ / \ ,~\
dt Hon*

Thus it is clear that only some mechanism

that makes the total number of electrons en-

tering the molecular beam region can de-

crease deepen the width of molecules pene-

tration.

The thermal electrons entering beam will

definitely lose part of their energy due to in-

elastic collisions (excitation, dissociation,

ionization), thus makes those decrease in

their parallel velocity near the beam region

and electrons will accumulate at the bound-

ary. The symmetry of geometry in both sides

of the beam (we neglect the asymmetry due

to plasma current) means that this is an

electrostatic double layer structure. In pellet

injection experiments, such structures are fa-

miliar'6 '. The present case is much different

from the former. For pellet injection, all elec-

trons and ions injected into the pellet will

deposited there, for molecular beam howev-

er, electrons and ions are all possible to pass

through it, but electrons would lose part of

their energy to excite, dissociate or ionize

some molecules. Ion' s energy loss is much

smaller because of their very small reaction

rates. For pellet case, the potential of the

double layer is determined by the balance

condition of electron flow and the ion flow, it

is about I e(j> I ~ 2 Te, for molecular beam

case, this potential should be determined by

other mechanism.

Now assume that thermal electrons posses

a Maxwellian distribution, when entering the

beam region, electron flow would dectrases

caused by a factor of exp( e<j>/ TK) . In

Meanwhile, within beam region electrons with

such parallel velocity, l/2mfv^, <- ety, are

trapped by the electrostatic potential, they can

not move out of this region. However, two

boundaries of the beam region can expand

along flux lines, its expansion velocity is

VAI ~ \ 2Te/m\ which is equivalent to an

outward electron flow nevai. Total electron

and ion balance makes:

/ i , [ A w e , e x p ( « f > / r e ) - «di] =0 (3)

Then we get:

,-In _ ,=ln a
m ,
-
m, (4)

Parameter a depends on concrete mechanism

of electron damping. The energy loss due to

inelastic collision can be expressed as'71:

<— > eV/cm (5)

where L ( s r ] being an energy-dependent

loss function, it can be fitted by'7 8 I

= 8.62x " 15

100 /
£

148. 47 /

- 1.938

(6)

The energy loss of electrons passing through

the beam region can be estimated by
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"fc =/3~,t d (7)

The corresponding decrease of average ve-

locity is

&vc = (2/mf)
l/2[ so — e]l/2 (8)

For re>10 eV, L> 10-15 eV • cm2, if n0>

1015 cm~3 , an electron of 100 eV could ex-

haust its total energy in a range of several

cm. It is seen that for molecular beam with

low density, we have I <f>\ / Te—K). In another

limit, if the injected electron loses all its en-

ergy a = 1, thus the largest potential of

sheath could be e I (f> I / jTe ~ In v m \ /m e =

3. 76, about 2 times of the sheath potential

near a solid. Of course, this is the extreme

case without considering the ion contribu-

tion. In fact, the ion flow should has some

contribution, besides, thermal electrons can

lose through other mechanisms. It is assumed

that the possible potential of the double

sheath is still at the level of (1 .8-2.0)

T"e. In this case, the injected electron flow

will be 1/7 of that without sheath struc-

ture. Correspondingly, the penetration depth

of molecules will increase 7 times of its o-

riginal value calculated from single molecule

model.

3 Conclusion
The above mechanism of double layer

structure can deepen the molecule penetra-

tion about one order of magnitude. In fact, the

depth value (typically 5 cm) is still not very

large to explain experimental results. There

are other mechanisms. According to experi-

ments, in the stage of molecular beam injec-

tion, the edge temperature decreases very

clearly due to formation of large amount of

cool electrons and ions. Similar to the impu-

rity induced temperature decrase, this makes

the subsequent molecules possible to pene-

trate more deeply. We think both of these

mechanisms are responsible for the enhanced

penetration of molecular beam.
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